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A method for making nerual network based learning systems robust with respect to 
component failure (damaging of nodes/links) is suggested in the present investigation. The 
method allows some of the components to fail at various instants of the entire learning process. 
The change in error value caused by this damage will be adjusted while the other components 
learn their parameters during the rest part of learning. The damaging/component failure process 
has been modeled as a Poisson process. The instants or moments of damaging are chosen by 
statistical sampling. The components to be damaged are determined randomly. As an illustration, 
the model is implemented on the back-propagation learning algorithm.
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A neural network (NN) [l' 51 based system  consists o f  a  
large num ber o f neurons with m assive connectivity 

am ong them . Local connectivity am ong the neurons/nodes 
(com puting elem ents) being very high and the storage o f  
inform ation being distributed, the approach is claim ed to 
be highly robust and can be applied even when 
inform ation is ill-defined and/or defective/partial o r noisy. 
I f  som e o f the com ponents fail to  w ork com pletely or 
partially , the other com ponents adjust them selves (during 
iterative learning) in such a m anner that the output is not 
deteriorated  m uch. This feature is exploited here to 
prov ide a  m odel for designing robust N N  based learning 
system s. As a N N  based system consists o f  a large num ber 
o f  com ponents, the possibility o f  som e o f  its com ponents 
(nodes and/or links) to fail to w ork is very high. Here lies 
the necessity  o f designing robust (under com plete or 
partial failure o f  com ponents) learning systems. In this 
contex t w e m ention that several w orks t6'9* have been 
done to design optim um  N N  architectures by dam aging 
som e o f  the com ponents.

In the present w ork an attem pt is m ade to provide a 
m odel for designing robust neural network based learning 
system s. This is done by dam aging (com pletely) som e o f  
the com ponents o f a NN based system during the process 
o f  learning its param eters (weights and biases) and 
studying .the change in its perform ance. Since (some of) 
the com ponents are dam aged at different tim e instants of

the entire learning process, the error values at the output 
nodes will be different than if  those components would 
no t fail; and thus the other com ponents will adjust their 
param eters so as to com pensate for this damage. Thus the 
perform ance will not be deteriorated much due to  this 
dam age and the system will be robust. The com ponent 
failure process o f NN has already been shown to  follow 
Poisson distribution under certain assumptions [1°1. U nder 
this model, the com ponents (nodes and/or links) to be 
dam aged are chosen randomly. The time instants {i.e., 
when a dam age occurs) are determined by draw ing 
random  samples from  the appropriate probability 
distribution I,I121.

Though the proposed model is valid, in general, for 
any NN based learning system , the problem o f m ulti-layer 
perceptron based classification using back-propagation 
learning is considered here for a dem onstration o f  the 
validity of the model. It is im plem ented on IRIS d a t a 113'. 
To dem onstrate the utility o f  the proposed m odel, a  few 
links are dam aged com pletely during the learning phase 
(this has the underlying assum ption that the train ing/ 
learning phase takes a large, am ount o f tim e com pared to 
testing phase) o f the classificatory system. In the testing 
phase, the performance" o f such a system is evaluated by 
m easuring the percentage o f  correct classification. A 
network with the sam e configuration (as used in the 
previous experiment) is then allowed to learn with the 
sam e s'et o f training sam ples (without any com ponen t 
dam age). The sam e set o f  links which w ere dam aged
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during the learning phase o f the previous experim ent are 
then dam aged (before testing) and the classification 
accuracy is m easured. A  com parative study o f  the perfect 
classification rates for these two experiments show s that 
the proposed model provides more robust (better accuracy 
even with dam aging o f com ponents) perform ance.

MODELING AND SAMPLING OF FAILURES IN A 
NEURAL NETWORK

Modeling of failures

Let us consider a neural network system with N  
com ponents, w here a com ponent could be a node 
(processor) or a link. (In practical case one can model the 
nodes and links separately also [l01). During the operation 
o f  the network som e o f its components may fail. We make 
the following assum ptions about the failure process:

(i) The system has N  identical components at the tim e 
instant t = 0 (when the operation o f  the network 
starts).

(it) If a com ponent fails, it fails for ever (no repair or 
replacement).

(Hi) Failure o f com ponents occurs at an average rate o f  fi 
per unit time.

(/v) The probability o f an event occurring between tim e t 
and t + h depends only on the length o f h, i.e., the 
probability does not depend on either the num ber of 
events that has occurred up to time t or the specific 
value of t, i.e., the probability density function has 
stationary increments.

(v) The probability o f  a failure during a very small 
interval o f tim e h is positive but less than one (1), 
i.e., not certain.

(vi) A t most one failure can occur during a very small 
interval o f  tim e h.

Let p n(t) be the probability that the system has n 
com ponents active at tim e instant t, i.e., N  -  n  failures 
during time interval [0, f]. It can be shown that under 
the assum ption s (i)-(vi), p n(t) is given by the formula:

,N -n

Pn(') =
e ^  ‘(jl t) 

(N  -  n)!
n =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  AT (1)

and

Po ( 0 = 1
N
£./»«( o-n = I

Thus we see that p„(t) is a truncated Poisson distribution 
with mean fi t.

I f  f i t )  is the probability  density function ( p d f ) o f  the 
inter-failure tim e (i.e., time interval between two

successive failures), then it can be shown that for the 
earlier. Poisson failure process,/ ( / )  is given by

f ( t )  = ne-v<  t>  0 

= 0 t < 0.
(3)

Thus, when the failure process is governed by a Poisson/ 
distribution, the inter-failure tim e is described by ah 
exponential distribution (3) with expected value (mean)

E (0 =  [ ~ t f i t ) d t  
•'/i

(4)

Sampling

In .order to sim ulate the failure process, one needs to 
draw random samples from the exponential distribution 
(3). Before describing the exact algorithm , let us first, 
consider the general strategy for sam pling from  any 
distribution.

L et f ( x )  be the p d f  o f  the random  deviate x, and F(x) 
be the cum ulative density function (cdf) o f  x , i.e.,

F(X)= r m d t . (5)

It can be easily shown that the random  variable y  -  
F ix )  is uniformly distributed over 10, 1], regardless of the 
distribution o f x. Hence, if  R  is a  random  num ber drawn 
from uniform [0, 1], then x  = F ~ liR ) is a random  sample 
from the p d f f i x ) .  Therefore, sam pling from  any 
distribution can be done using the follow ing sim ple 
method having two steps.

S tep 1: Generate a random num ber R  in [0,1] and assign 
it to F  ix).

Step 2: Solve f o r x  from R ~  F ix ) .

The above sampling method is known as method of 
inversion.

Sam pling fro m  exponen tia l distribution  

For an exponential distribution the p d f  is 

f i t )  = lie '*11 fi>  0 t>  0

= 0 r<0 .

Then

F(t)=  ( '  n e - ^ d x =  l -  e'*1'.

(6)

(2) I f  the random num ber drawn is R  then

R = F (t)  

or, R = ^ - e - ^ l. ,

or, f = ~ l j n ( l - i ? )  = - £ - l n K . (7)



T h e last step is possible because if  R  is a random 
num ber on [0, 1] then so is (1 -  R) and we can replace 
(1 -  R ) by R  for convenience.

It has been established before that if  the failure 
process is described by a Poisson distribution, then the 
tim e betw een the occurrence o f failures (inter-failure 
tim e) m ust follow  the corresponding exponential 
d istribution . Thus in order to sim ulate the com ponent 
failure process described by the Poisson distribution with 
m ean lit, over a tim e period [0, T], all one has to do is to 
sam ple the corresponding exponential distribution with 
m ean 1 //x as many times as necessary until the sum of the 
co rresponding  exponential random samples generated 
exceeds T  for the first time. It can further be explained as 
follows.

S uppose R t is the ith random  sam ple drawn from 
uniform  [0, 1], then

ti = - j r \n R i ( 8)

is the ith sam ple from  the exponential distribution (3). 
T herefore

T i=  Z  tj
j=  I

(9)

/ , =  X  WyOj ( 10)

with Oj as the output o f the y'th neuron in the previous 
layer and w(/ is the connection weight between the ith 
node o f  one layer and the y'th node of the previous layer. 
The output o f a node i is obtained as

( 11)

where / i s  the activation function 11!. Mostly the activation 
function is sigmoidal with the form

f i x )  = ( 12)

gives the tim e instant when the ith (com ponent) failure 
occurs. The process is repeated for the m aximum number 
o f tim es (K , say) such that Tk < T.

MAKING THE LEARNING SYSTEMS ROBUST

Though the m ethodology that is going to be 
developed for m aking neural network based learning 
system s robust is true for any NN based systems, the 
present discussion is m ade by considering a specific type 
of N N  (the m ulti-layer perceptron). So, let us briefly 
describe the architecture and w orking principles o f the 
m ulti-layer (5erceptron first.

In  general, a m ultilayer perceptron (M LP) M is made 
up o f  sets o f  nodes arranged in layers. Nodes o f two 
different consecutive layers are connected by links or 
weights, but there is no connection am ong the elem ents o f 
the sam e layer. T he layer where the inputs are presented is 
known as the input layer. On the o ther hand the output 
producing layer is called the ou tput layer. The layers in 
between the input and the output layers are known as 
hidddn layers. T he output o f  nodes in one layer is 
transm itted to  nodes in another layer via links that 
amplify or attenuate or inhibit such outputs through 
weighting factors. Except for the input layer nodes, the 
total input to each node is the sum o f w eighted outputs of 
the nodes in the previous layer. Each node is activated in 
accordance w ith the input to the node and the activation 
function o f  the node. The total input (/,) to the ith unit o f 
any layer is,

The function is symmetrical around Q, and 0O controls the 
steepness o f the function. 6  is known as the threshold/bias 
value.

The back-propagation learning algorithm

For the operation of the multi-layer perceptron, 
initially very small random values are assigned to the 
links/weights. In the learning phase'(training) o f  such a 
network we present the pattern X  = (x ,), where*, is the ith 
com ponent o f the vector X , as input and ask the net to 
adjust its set o f  weights in the connecting links and also 
the thresholds in the nodes such that the desired output 
{r, | is obtained at the output nodes. After this, we present 
another pair o f  X  and {/,}, and ask the net to learn that 
association also. In fact, we desire the net to find a simple 
set o f weights and biases that will be able to discriminate 
am ong all the input/output pairs presented to it. This 
process can pose a very strenuous learning task and is not 
always readily accom plished. H ere the desired output 
basically acts as a teacher which tries to minimize the 
error.

In general, the output {»,} will not be the same as the 
target o r desired value {f,}. For a pattern the error is,

£ = 4 -  £  
* i

(13)

w here the factor o f one half is inserted for m athem atical 
convenience. The incremental change in weights for a 
particular pattern p  is given by [1]

Awji = T}Sj o,
with

dE

(14)

(15)

As E  can be directly calculated in the output layer, for the 
links connected to the output layer the change in w eight is 
given by

dE
AWji = 7] <- - ^ - ) /  ’ (I j)  Oi. (16)



For the w eights which do not affect the output nodes 
directly

dE
d o j k= X (~8k) w>kj. (17)

Hence

dE

v (L skwkj)f'(fP °i 
k

(18)

for the ou tput layer and othei layers, respectively. In 
particular equations (11) and (12), if

O j = f ( I j ) =  --------- ------------77 (19)
1

then

do; (20)

and thus we get

A Wji =
n ( L  sk wkj) °j (! -  op (>i

(21)

for the output layer and other layers, respectively.

It may be m entioned here that a large value o f r] 
corresponds to rapid learning but might result in 
oscillations. A  m om entum  term o f a  Wjt (t) can be added 
to increase the learning rate and thus expression (14) can 
be modified as

AWji (t + 1) =  jjS j  o,- +  a  Awji (t) (22)

where the quantity ( f + 1) is used to indicate the (t + l)th  
tim e instant, and a  is a proportionality constant. The 
second term is used to specify that the change in at 
(t  +  l) th  instant should be somewhat similar to the change 
undertaken at instant t.

Making the learning systems robust

In any system , com ponents may fail with passage of 
time. In case o f  N N  based systems the components are the 
neurons/nodes and links. So, in such systems some o f the 
neurons or links or both may get damaged in .course of 
tim e. N N  based inform ation processing systems are 
norm ally claim ed to  be robust under com ponents failure 
as the N N  architectures, involve massive processing 
elem ents and connectivity among them (mostly with 
redundant com ponents). Thus even if we damage som e of 
the com ponents in the learning phase, the strength o f other 
links and biases o f other nodes will automatically get 
adjusted so as to com pensate for this damage during the

rest part o f learning resulting in higher classification 
accuracy during testing phase. This basic property can be 
used to design robust learning systems.

Let T  be the total time required for /  iterations to learn 
the parameters o f a.N N  on a m onoprocess system (which 
can roughly be estimated from previous experiments). 
Then the time required per iteration is

r=z
I  '

(23)

Note that time spent for testing is negligible com pared 
to T  (learning time). Also let t be the tim e required for 
updating a single node (includes collecting the input to it, 
transforming the input to output, updating the links 
connected to it). In practical case, t may not be equal for 
all nodes. Suppose there is an n-layer network; where the 
operation between layers is strictly sequential and 
operation among the nodes in the sam e layer are parallel. 
Let there be nj nodes in the first layer; n2 nodes in the 
second layer, «3 nodes in the third layer and so on. As no 
time is spent in the input layer,

So,

t -  ■
T

n2 + «3 + •••+ n„

(24)

(25)

Since there are (n -  1) layers which opera te ' strictly 
sequentially, the time required' per iteration for parallel 
implementation is

( « - ! ) /  =  •
( n - l ) r

n2 + n3 + ...+ nn
(26)

Thus total tim e (for /  iterations) required for parallel 
implementation is

T„ = -
( n - l ) r

- /  = •
0n - l ) T

(27)

If D  com ponents are to be dam aged during this process, 
then the param eter (ji) for the Poisson distribution (1) is 
estimated as,

D (28)

Let the inter-damage time periods (samples) be 
tp j  = 1,2, - .,  L (L = D). Now for each o f  the L  time 
instants select a  com ponent to be dam aged. In other 
words, select L  com ponents and dam age the ith selected 
component after T, seconds, where

7 = 1
i  • (29)

Now if  the ith com ponent is to be dam aged a t a  time



Tj-, and T, falls in fcth iteration, then for the fcth and 
subsequent iterations assume the ith com ponent as 
dam aged.

T hus we notice that the com ponents are getting 
dam aged at various moments o f  learning. Only one 
com ponent may get damaged at the end of the learning 
phase. Since the learning process continues even after 
dam aging o f  som e o f the components, the adjustment of 
the other com ponents will be in a way so as to get the 
optim um  perform ance (i.e., with this configuration only 
the erro r value is m inimized) thereby com pensating for 
this dam age. N ow  if these com ponents would have been 
failed after the com pletion of learning, the perform ance of 
the system  would degrade a lot. Since in a NN based 
system  failure o f com ponents is natural, it is better to 
incorporate this fact (by deliberately assum ing some of 
the com ponents as damaged) while learning the 
param eters thereby achieving robust .perform ance. Please 
note that even though there is no change in the learning 
algorithm , incorporation of dam aging o f  com ponents 
during learning will m ake the system robust.

A  sim ilar discussion can be made on treating the links 
as separate com ponents and assuming that the total time is 
spent on updating the links.

W e have conducted the present sim ulation study by 
dam aging the links only. This is due to the fact that the 
num ber o f  nodes in the hidden layer is very small and the

usefulness o f the proposed algorithm  cannot be 
dem onstrated rigorously. As there rem ains no redundancy 
in the input and output nodes the present technique may 
not be useful to study the failure process o f these nodes. A 
sim ilar study can be done by dam aging a com bination of 
links and nodes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

T he proposed method is im plem ented and tested on 
the standard M LP based classification problem . 
Implementation is done on the IRIS data set (150 
samples) which has 4 input features and 3 classes. The 
network architecture chosen is 4-3-3, i.e., it has 4 input 
nodes, one hidden layer w ith 3 nodes and 3 nodes in the 
output layer. For different simulations 10%, 20% and 50%  
samples were taken randomly for training; and the whole 
set (of 150) was taken for testing. The percentage of 
correct classification (with different training sizes and 
param eter values) are depicted in Tables 1-4. Similar 
experim ents were perform ed by damaging 2 links and 4 
links (out o f  4 x 3  + 3 x 3  = 21) while the network is in 
the training phase. The classification accuracies are also 
put in the sam e set o f tables. The damaging of the links 
w ere perform ed according to the procedure described 
earlier. A nother set o f  experim ents were performed using 
the learned network by dam aging the same set o f links 
(i.e., those links which were dam aged during training 
phase o f  the form erly described set o f  experiments) in the

TABLE 1 Percentage of correct classification with learning rate tj = 0.2 and momentum value a  = 0.2

Training Usual Damaged during learning Damaged during testing

size (in %) MLP 2-components 4-components 2-components 4-components

10 96 96 66 96 66

20 96 96 % 96 92

50 98 66 64 66 33

TABLE 2 Percentage of correct classification with learning ra te  t; = 0.2 and momentum value a  = 0.5

Training Usual Damaged during learning Damaged during testing

size, (in %) MLP 2-components 4-components 2-components 4-components

10 96 98 94 33 33

20 95 96 62 93 33

50 98 98 66 98 66

TABLE 3 Percentage of correct classification with learning rate  tj = 0.5 and momentum value a  =: 0.2

Training Usual Damaged during learning Damaged during testing

size (in %) MLP 2-components 4-components 2-components 4-components

10 98 96 96 97 95

20 98 94 94 33 . 33

50 97 97 97 33 33



TABLE 4 Percentage of correct classification with learning rate tj = 0.5 and momentum value a  = 0.5

Training Usual Damaged during learning Damaged during testing
size (in %) MLP 2-components 4-components 2-components 4-components

10 93 93 93 95 95
20 98 98 96 62 33
50 96 96 96 66 33

testing phase and evaluating the classification accuracy on 
this dam aged architecture.The percentage scores obtained 
by dam aging 2 and 4  links (o f this settled network) are 
also included in Tables (1 - 4).

"From the tables w e notice that in most o f  the cases 
(with the sam e netw ork architecture and sam e set of 
parameter values) the classification accuracy is more 
when the links w ere dam aged during the training/learning 
phase than they w ere damaged during testing. For 
example let us consider the situation with 77 = 0.5 and 
a  = 0.2 (Table 3). For 20% training sam ple, the 
classification accuracy is 98% without any dam age. The 
accuracy reduces to 94% with damaging 2 and 4 links 
during learning. But, if  the same links are dam aged while 
testing (on the learned network) the classification 
accuracy is drastically reduced to 33%. Thus it is 
advisable to consider the possibility of com ponent failure 
in NN while learning its parameters thereby m aking the 
system more robust.

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER SUGGESTIONS

A m ethod to  m ake neural network based learning 
systems robust with respect to com ponent failure 
(damaging o f  nodes/links) is suggested in the present 
investigation. The com ponents are allowed to be dam aged 
at different instants o f the learning phase; thereby 
allowing tim e to the new architecture (with fewer 
components) to adjust its parameters so as to provide 
optim um perform ance. Thus the overall perform ance will 
not be deteriorated m uch due to this dam age. The 
dam aging/com ponent failure process has been m odeled as 
a PoissOn process. The instants or moments o f dam aging 
are chosen by statistical sampling. The com ponents to  be 
dam aged are determ ined randomly. As an illustration, the 
proposed m odel is im plem ented and tested on the back- 
propagation learning b ased , classification algorithm. A 
com parative study o f  the scores obtained by the proposed 
learning system  and the standard back-propagation 
algorithm establishes the superiority o f the proposed 
algorithm.

The work presented here shows a preliminary attem pt 
on designing N N  based robust learning system s. A  
num ber o f  problem s related  to this contribution rem ains to  
be investigated. T he m ost im portant and natural extension 
o f  the present concept w ill be to  develop algorithm s w hich 
can handle system s w ith partially dam aged com ponents.

Fuzzy set theoretic approach seem s to be a viable 
alternative for this task. Further, generalization o f  this 
model so as to handle neuro-fuzzy learning systems which 
deal with linguistic or fuzzy input vectors and provide 
output with m ultiple class labels and certainty factors will 
constitute another important study.
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